The hard work and enthusiasm of the brothers of Delta Upsilon produced a winning atmosphere fall quarter. During Homecoming, DU had the winning entry in the contraption division and a fourth place finish in the fixed body division. This led the way to an overall fourth place finish in Homecoming.

Later in the year, DU's from the entire Southeast converged on Atlanta to attend the annual Province IV Regional Leadership seminar. Among the philanthropic activities that the brothers participated in were the IFC-Leukemia Drive and the Exchange Student program with South Africa and Denmark. For the third year straight, the Atlanta Zoological Society benefitted from countless manhours of work from the chapter. The physical plant was improved with steel exterior doors donated by alumni and a renovated basement built entirely by the brothers.

The DU's, along with the Little Sisters from Tech, Agnes Scott, and Bauder, enjoyed an active social life with numerous parties. The elegant Winter Formal honored both individual and collective accomplishments and was the social culmination of the year.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A feathered friend gets pampered. The Deathmobile. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brotherhood in action. Rick McTaggart and Bill Lewis play Santa for orphans.
Rush Program Emphasizes Qualities of the Old South

The Alpha Sigma Chapter of Kappa Alpha was founded on October 21, 1899. The Kappa Alpha Fraternity was originally founded in 1865 on the campus of Washington College which is now Washington & Lee University. It was founded by four confederate soldiers who wished to perpetuate the qualities of their homeland. During fall rush, Kappa Alpha brothers emphasized this purpose of maintaining the admirable qualities of the Old South — particularly the concept of being a gentleman.

Eighteen men were pledged during fall rush. The enlarged membership helped the fraternity to realize its goals of increased campus participation and outstanding academics. Brothers became more involved in IFC and SGA activities, and the fraternity again ranked in the top ten in academic achievement. Granting scholarship to the freshman in the chapter with the highest G.P.A. stressed the chapter’s commitment to academic achievement.

The annual formal, the Old South Ball, was held at the Seascape Resort in Destin, Florida. Band parties were held after each home football game, and the little sisters threw many parties for the brothers. Mixers held with various sororities also added to the social events of the year.

Athletic participation was strong; KA’s participated in all of Tech’s intramurals. Strong football and basketball teams added to the athletic program.

Other activities included participation in the IFC Leukemia Drive, and the Muscular Dystrophy program, which is the KA national philanthropy. The brothers once again ranked in the top ten KA chapters nationally in MD collections.

Maintaining the traditions of the Old South celebration and the firing of the cannon gave the brothers a sense of historical perspective and unity as they prepared to celebrate Tech’s centennial.

The Alpha Sigma Chapter of Kappa Alpha...
Brotherhood Participates in National Service Project

On April 19, 1981, eleven young men entering a pledge program had a vision. The Lambda Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi is the crystallization of that vision. These men represented the need for a fraternity whose purpose of achievement in every field of human endeavor most exemplified their own aspirations. Chartered just three years ago, Lambda Delta is a young, thriving chapter with the fortitude and vision unique to Kappa men.

Recognizing the need for positive role models of the youth of its community, the chapter is active in Guideright, the national service project of the fraternity. Guideright’s projects include: tutorial services at the Bellwood Boys’ Club; the completion of Kappa Week which included a Sickle Cell testing service on campus and various fundraisers which allowed a sizeable donation to the Sickle Cell Foundation of Georgia; participation in a local carnival, in which the brothers hosted a dance to raise money for the purchase of band equipment for Gideon Elementary School; and the hosting of an annual Tech-Day Carnival at the Roosevelt House, a local home for the elderly.

Dedication to the teachings and doctrines of Phi Nu Pi gives the “Nupes” of Lambda Delta the inspiration, imagination, ambition and determination to go beyond the norms of everyday experience. The brothers of Lambda Delta are constructive, dynamic, active young men working hard to fulfill the fraternity’s purpose of achievement.

Yo Nupes ... Krimson Evolution ... Krimson 14 Karat Diamond ... Krimson Cincopation ... Krimson Solitaire ... The Fall Guy ... Plezure ... Sundance ... Snaggle Puss ... Sir Jamelot ... Black Magic ... Pretty Boys, Inc. since 1911 ... Shook Shook and get your woman took ... Cane Masters ... UHOTYWOQ ... Golden Rod ... K A Psi got the Phi Nu Pi ... Low Down Lambda Delta ... Mini Mite ... the Bond is Tight ... Icy Nupes ... The Players ... Maniac ... Hey Scroller! ... The Nupes Run for the Yard ... A Yessir!!!
High Ranking Encourages Brothers

Established on December 10, 1895, Kappa Sigma is the third oldest fraternity on campus. The brothers began the year with a successful fall rush program attracting twenty-five pledges. Encouraged by the large number of pledges, Kappa Sigma set high goals for the year.

One goal for the fraternity was to increase involvement in athletics. Participation did increase; the brothers won the fraternity championship in soccer. During Greek Week, the fraternity also placed first in their division.

Social events added variety to the year. The fraternity enjoyed a Black and White Formal in February and a Hawaiian Luau in the spring.

Kappa Sigma was ranked fourth overall among all fraternities. By setting even higher goals in academics, athletics, and campus activities, the fraternity hopes to attain an even higher ranking.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Kappa Sigma brother concentrates on the Greek Week egg toss. Last minute pomping brings the ranks together. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Here is a determined delivery man. Barber brothers in the talent show display their new facial hairs.
Football, Basketball, and Softball Teams Win Division

Look-a-Like contest, by winning second place in the display, and by taking a second place overall in Homecoming.

Fall Rush brought a new emphasis on the "quality rather than quantity" attitude, as a selective rush produced twenty-two outstanding associate members. They quickly showed their stuff by winning the Pledge Roadblock for Leukemia contest.

Sports produced exciting memories at Lambda Chi as the Choppers won their division in football, softball, water polo, and basketball, as well as taking the school championship in bowling. The efforts of these teams and others added up to a third place overall finish in sports.

After all the activities were over Lambda Chi Alpha did what they always do best — party. The social calendar was full and exciting as the fun of the annual spring quarter trip to Fort Walton was never in doubt after the Chopper migration to the beach. Fall quarter could be best explained by the brother's old and famous motto, "Ten bands in ten weeks!" which included the Redneck Mixer with the Clemson ADPI's, and the Country Club mixer with the AZD's.

During winter everyone warmed up with their favorite girl as the White Rose Formal was held at Lake Lanier Islands. Everyone "got down in the hot tubs."

Strength. Diversity. Achievement. Social. Brotherhood. These are the Choppers' greatest assets. Through both respect for tradition and willingness to change and grow, Lambda Chi Alpha has become a campus leader.


It was another banner year for Omega Psi Phi fraternity. Proclaiming the year as the "Year of the Dog," Delta Kappa Chapter brothers strove to exemplify the true bulldog tenacity their mascot represents. The brothers accomplished this by donating $1,399 to Fisk University which was facing extinction due to financial problems, $700 to Atlanta area high school students for winning the chapter's annual Talent Hunt and Essay contests, and many other contributions to the UNCF and other local charities.

Community service was further highlighted by the continuation of the traditional Halloween party for the Techwood children, work at the Atlanta Emergency Family Housing Center, voter registration drives, a visit with the children of Scottish Rite Hospital and the elderly at the Roosevelt House.

Other campus activities included the presentation of the annual achievement week program, the quarterly drop day parties, and a group trip to the High Museum. The year of hard work and achievement was topped off when the chapter was named the "Outstanding Black Greek Organization" by OMED.

"It's impossible to describe our love for Omega Psi Phi because it can't be held and looked at... It has to be felt." ... "Trying to describe Omega Psi Phi is like trying to describe a snow flake... Beautiful... but there's no single pattern."

*TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:* Bartender shows his mixing skills to a thirsty friend. Coed listens as two brothers work out differences at the bar. *BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:* Step Show participant entertains with song and skit. Members and friends enjoy winter party that livens up as the crowd gets bigger. This pair find time at a busy party to get to know each other.
Social Life is Strongly Maintained

The year of original charter: 1902
Order of appearance on campus: 6
Acquisition of present house: 1936
The present number of members: 70
Number of initiated brothers: 1650

It is somewhat perplexing how the Phi Delts manage to consistently finish in the upper third of all the fraternities in academics, dominate in athletics, serve in the community, and still have one of the most active social calendars on campus. The brothers maintained an active social calendar which began with the customary spring trek to Panama City Beach, post football game parties, a Toga party, Halloween party, and the annual Formal "Bowery Ball." The brothers recently remodeled the party room, providing an excellent place for socials and parties. Since Phi Delta Theta's founding in 1902, it has maintained its traditional strong standing on campus in the important areas of service and athletics. During the annual fall IFC Leukemia Fund Raising drive, brothers raised enough money to finish in the top five among fraternities while at the same time being involved in other service projects. Athletically, the chapter fielded their usually strong intramural teams.

From the heights of Mount Olympus...
There's a hole in the hedges ...
Love tractor ...
Michael Berry ...
the planet ...
Drunk Will, where's my rabbit? ...
Married housing ...
brother ET ...
True love, Ezra and Willie ...
Poo poo house ...
Ditto ...
Stupid Phikiea ...
Grandpa ...
Jailbird Cravey.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brother golfs down the Phi Delt Fairway. A member checks the File for work on this classes. Brother discusses homework problems on the phone with a friend. BOTTOM, RIGHT: Two brothers take a break from study for a game of Nerf Basketball.
Fijis Hold On To Intramural Titles

The year of original charter: 1926
Order of appearance on campus: 21
Acquisition of present house: 1962
The present number of members: 77
Number of initiated brothers: 984

The Gamma Tau chapter of Phi Gamma Delta made its beginnings as a local fraternity, Gamma Tau Delta, in 1921. This local fraternity was formed with the purpose of becoming a chapter in the national fraternity Phi Gamma Delta; in 1926 a charter was granted, making it the twenty-first fraternity at Tech.

From these beginnings, Gamma Tau has contributed throughout the years to the history of Georgia Tech. The institute’s sixth president, Edwin D. Harrison, was initiated as a graduate brother in 1969. He was succeeded by Arthur Hansen, a Phi Gam from Purdue. The brothers won the very first Ramblin’ Reck parade in 1933 and the computer program for Tech’s flash-card section was created by a Fiji. John “Stumpy” Thomason, a Phi Gam, was the Tech player who fumbled the ball to California’s Roy Riegels in the famous 1928 Rose Bowl. Riegels ran the wrong way, enabling Tech to win 8-6 with a safety and become national champs.

Currently, the chapter is filled with enthusiasm, partly because Phi Gamma Delta was ranked second overall in fraternities. Accompanying this accomplishment was a second place ranking in spring scholarship. The Fiji Island Party was held in Pensacola and was an enjoyable weekend break for the brothers.

The fall brought a pledge class of thirty-two, one of whom, David Hubbard, won the freshman cake race. Fiji remained strong in intramurals, winning the league championships in both ultimate and volleyball. During winter, the strength of the chapter continued. Many graduates returned for the Norris Pig Dinner, and the quarter was topped off with the legendary Purple Garter Formal.

Cup Fights... Can’t fine me, I’m in house... Sunshine... Business center stock is up... 1, 2, 3 flip “Reagan ’84”... Beer goggles... It’s not a hole, it’s a slot... Fiji Sealcoating, Inc... BCD tranquilizer gun fund... What stunt night?... Along those lines... Bajamba... How much DOES she weigh, Steve?... Kevin, Southern Bell is here... 5 for 1 pitchers... Where’d we get this year’s tree?... What gasket?... Yo, Chris... Chattanooga Fats... Slim goodie... Where are myyyy ties?... Sharp and well rounded.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Tim Hall at the Greek sing. Wade Puckett and Jeff Keesee play Othello in the TV room. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Paul Clayton struggles to find company at a FIJI mixer. The happy pomppers work late into the night.
During its eightieth year on campus, the Skullhouse had a renewed outlook following a successful fall rush which netted twenty pledges. Part of the success during Rush stemmed from the diversified parties, which were very lively in spite of dry rush policies. Such parties included Arms Akimbo and the Bob Berinato car smashing night.

Homecoming at the Skullhouse was once again a smashing success as more alumni returned than ever. Festivities included alumni night at Excelsior Mill and a nearly house-destroying after-game party. This year, the HMS Skull placed third in the Wreck Parade, and overall, the house placed eleventh in the IFC Homecoming Activities competition.

Scholastically, Phi Kappa Sigma showed a marked improvement by having the fourth highest composite GPA on campus. Other activities included a more social calendar with the staging of a second annual formal in the spring with Alpha Eta from Alabama. The brothers also held several mixers and alumni parties. Skulls helped raise funds for Leukemia Research in a growing attempt to increase involvement in the community.

Some quotes from the Skulls:

- You big lunchbox ... A.G.A.B. ...
- Ouch! ... Oooh! Ahh! ... The J-scene ...
- I can't beLIEVE ... She hosed me ...
- Evil ... Cover your necks!!! ... Swirly Parmer!

TOP: The winter months bring ice hockey competition between brothers. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Skulls hold patty-cake party. Greek Week events lifted the spirits of this Skull brother. Coeds often enjoy Skull Socials.
House Receives Total Rejuvenation

The year of original charter: 1922
Order of appearance on campus: 19
Acquisition of present house: 1967
The present number of members: 31
Number of initiated brothers: 485

Striving to take a more active role on the Tech campus, the Alpha Rho Chapter of Phi Kappa Tau had a year characterized by hard work, dedication, and accomplishment. During fall quarter the brothers established goals of dramatic increases in membership, greater visibility and involvement in campus organizations and activities, a more active alumni association, and a greater emphasis on academics.

Brothers worked hard to meet these goals and were largely successful. An outstanding pledge class was the result of fall rush, and the brothers were active in many campus organizations.

Continuing a tradition of fine athletics, Phi Tau won its division in ultimate frisbee, and walked away with the school championship in volleyball. Another continuing project of the brothers was a complete physical rejuvenation of the house. The fraternity undertook this project to beautify the house as a commemoration of Tech’s centennial.

Q ... That’s What We’ll Do ... If The Nose Fits ... Verbese ... Ban Christians, Not Beer! ... Where Is The M.E. Lounge? ... Come On, Jump Up! ... See A Sex Therapist, Goodbye! ... Noooose Way! ... Frumping ... Morphological ... Pizzawitz.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The brother’s neck attempts flight down Fowler street. The kissing contest in the burger bowl produced all kinds of facial expressions from the brothers. BOTTOM: This brother spends one of Atlanta’s sunny afternoons reaching high for the Pie in the Sky contest.
Phi Kappas celebrated their fifteenth anniversary last spring, and commemorated this event by planning some changes for the coming year. In preparation for fall rush, the brothers worked long and hard to renovate their chapter room, which received a new ceiling and walls. A successful rush program yielded eight new pledges for the fraternity.

The brothers began the academic year by setting the goal of maintaining a house G.P.A. of 4.0 — they were successful all the way through the first week of classes. With this accomplishment behind them, the Phi Kaps set high academic standards for the remainder of the year. More emphasis on academics in recent years has resulted in a continuous rise in the overall G.P.A. of the fraternity, and this year the average climbed even higher.

Active participation in athletics by both the brothers and little sisters enabled the fraternity to place first in their division in Ultimate Frisbee, and second in Co-Rec volleyball. The brothers also maintained strong ties with alumni. The Phi Kaps held the annual football game against the alumni during Homecoming, and faced former brothers again during spring quarter for a softball game.

Stud and Stud-in-training... Hodedo... the odd couple... the Lance meal plan... Party animal Peter... Here's to Cardinal Poof... Pledge pleasures 1-3... Sid, not Mozart... the furnace is fixed?... 50 pounds of flour... the jersey order's in the mail... You painted your pickup... Pledge invaders... John's working?... where?... Well, dirt... The Batpole... Flying Gumby... A Snako "the snake" Snakemiser Production, Inc... Beer Pong... Goop... Chester the molester... Shafty Ray... Bozo... Pool Guppies... You're graduating?... Pledge Skip... the old and new testament... Rainbow bush... Phi Kappa Hyphen... You aspire.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother passes the time on the phone. This couple enjoys a quiet evening watching T.V. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pool creates a good diversion from studies. A Phi Kap "lets one fly" in the keg toss.
Brothers Rewarded for their Academic Endeavors

At Phi Sig, academics have always been stressed. The chapter had a 2.9 GPA for 1984, giving the brothers the highest average on campus. The fraternity's alumni have also supported the chapter's academics with over $3,000 in scholarships.

This year, the brothers fielded teams in softball, football, volleyball, basketball, bowling and soccer. The Phi Sigs also raised over $2,000 for the annual IFC Leukemia Fund Raising drive by road blocking and participating in the Pizza Eating contest. An active, productive year was topped off in March with the social highlight of the year, the Annual Founder's Day Formal.

What's your score on the Purity test? ... Winning is fun! ... Airport Adams ... She never has a weak moment ... Jerry's Harem ... Wicked! ... Hey Elvis, who's that in your lap? ... The dog is a Sped ... Couch Potatore ... As the fishbowl turns ... Kitchen Squaler ... 15 yard penalty on Elvis for swimming.
Pikes Capture Intramural Trophy

The year of original charter: 1904
Order of appearance on campus: 7
Acquisition of present house: 1960
The present number of members: 79
Number of initiated brothers: 1300
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The Pikes continued to rank as one of the strongest fraternities on campus with impressive showings in all areas. As usual, athletics remained a major field of endeavor. The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha were often the team to beat and won the Overall Intramural trophy for the fourth time in the last five years.

Campus involvement was again a high priority for the chapter. The brothers held many prominent campus leadership positions including Executive Vice President of the IFC, Homecoming Chairman and Greek Week Chairman. The Pikes won the IFC Activities Trophy again this year.

During Greek Week, Pikes cheered as brothers won event after event, giving them the Greek Week Trophy for the sixth time in the last seven years.

Iota Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi began this year with another successful fall rush. The result was a fine pledge class and a renewed pride in the chapter. This spirit led to a revitalized participation in all events during Homecoming Week. The biggest event of fall quarter, however was the 4-0 season which clinched the division championship in intramural football.

Philanthropic endeavors were again stressed this year. Through roadblocking and other fund raisers, the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi continued to make large contributions to the Leukemia Drive and to their own national charity, Project P.U.S.H. (Play Units for the Severely Handicapped).

To help ease the tensions of school, the social calendar was filled with a diverse range of theme parties which included a pajama party sorority mixer, “Red” parties, and the traditional weekend-long Spring Sizzler. In addition, this year boasted not two, but three formals — the Rose Ball at Colony Square, and the Homecoming and Founder’s Day formals at the Sheraton Century Center Hotel. Each of these was a great success.


BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers enjoy a tasty meal at the house. An afternoon game of pool is a must for this sharp-eyed Pi Kappa Phi brother. More food for Jeff Johnson?
Volleyball Team Brings Home the Fraternity Championship

Fall saw the brothers of Psi Upsilon dig into rush preparations with a renewed gusto. The house was made shipshape through the hard work of all the brothers; this included the pouring of a new walkway. Our efforts were rewarded when we welcomed several fine pledges to our organization. However, the hoes was given a new layer of sand at the annual Beach party. Psi U had its share of social events, ranging from a Greek toga party to the annual Homecoming Dance and even a revealing bachelor party for a couple of our brothers.

Psi Upsilon planned to continue its academic and athletic excellence into this year, having won both the pledge and fraternal academic trophies last year. Holding the intention of losing either trophy, a program of intense scholastics was encouraged for both pledges and brothers.

Academics was not the only concern of the brothers. Our volleyball team brought home the fraternity championship and narrowly missed the school championship. We intend on being a dominating force in both basketball and softball. Psi Upsilon continued its responsibility to itself and the community this year, insuring the 1984-85 year to be a great one.

The greatest from now until the end of time... Mexican... the kitchen just got up and walked away... pull your head out of it... 70, 60... twelve and two... armchair drinkers... pay up, clean up, shut up, put out... football practice Saturday at one... the concrete will be here tomorrow... You pulled that from down deep... airplane seats... that's cool... I just want some skull...
The Georgia Phi chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, through hard work and tremendous dedication, pledged twenty outstanding young men this fall. With the usual winter rush being moved to spring, the E's added additional pledges in March.

Continuing in the tradition of excellence, the SAE's participated in many facets of campus life. Brothers were active in both the Student Government and the Interfraternity Council. SAE's commitment to the community at large was shown through their fund raising activities, particularly the Ham Ansley Leukemia Drive, when brothers dribbled a basketball from Athens to Atlanta.

Athletically, the fraternity had members on Tech's varsity football, golf, swimming, and tennis teams. SAE also fielded competitive intramural teams in football, basketball, softball, soccer, tennis, and golf. A big upswing came when the football, soccer, and basketball teams made it to the playoffs for the first time in nine years.

Socially, the SAE’s presence was felt across campus. With the traditional band parties that closed the street after every home football game, the E's showed their support for the Jackets and began an awesome social schedule. This included the Winter Sweetheart Formal — the “black-tie” formal, a ski weekend to Sugar Mountain, as well as the spring quarter Minerva’s Period — a full week of partying “SAE style,” Beer Softball, and the annual home party in Panama City.

In many other areas of fraternity life the year was one of growth and success; including a formal little sister rush which yielded twenty-four new young ladies to complement a previously successful little sister program. Overall, the SAE’s reputation as true gentlemen was upheld through service, brotherhood, and social excellence.

Derby Days Raises Money for Charity

The brothers of Sigma Chi started off another productive year with a successful fall rush yielding twenty-six new pledges. Along with the traditional band parties and cookouts, the Sigma Chi Rush included an inspirational speech by the fraternity’s International President, Grand Consul “Swede” Johnson.

Fall quarter saw the Sigma Chi’s with a strong showing during Homecoming festivities, including a third place finish in the talent show.

Socially, the brothers enjoyed diverse and entertaining activities, including Derby Days, the traditional ski trip, and the Sweetheart Formal. Through organization and planning, the brothers hosted a successful Derby Days extravaganza. The participating nine sororities helped raise over $15,000 for charity while having fun at the same time.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Member hangs around the house. Calculus still remains when parties are over. One brother gets word on next quarter’s classes in hopes of surviving another quarter. BOTTOM: A comfortable couch and remote control TV make studying much easier.
New Dedication Brought to Athletics

The year of original charter: 1896
Order of appearance on campus: 4
Acquisition of present house: 1951
The present number of members: 71
Number of initiated brothers: 1628

A resurgent athletic program characterized renewed vigor in Georgia Tech's Sigma Nu chapter. The "Snakes" placed fourth overall in athletics while taking titles in water polo, soccer, and volleyball. A new dedication to healthy athletic competition has made the football and basketball teams serious contenders.

Academic achievement and campus involvement, however, did not take a back seat to athletics. The fraternity G.P.A. was at a higher level spring quarter than it had been in over a year. The treasurer of Interfraternal Council, the President of the Georgia Tech Water Ski Club, the Ramblin Reck Club's Reck driver, and the President of the Order of Omega Honor Society are all Sigma Nus. In addition, Sigma Nu boasts a diversification of personalities and activities with involvement in S.G.A. and a wide variety of other clubs. Sigma Nu's also donated a record chapter contribution to the Leukemia drive.

With all of their campus activities, Sigma Nu's social activities still remained their strong point. Many fond memories followed the seventh annual Winnebago trip to Auburn and the ski weekend to Beech Mountain, North Carolina. The elegant White Rose formal and Spring Island Party proved to be the two wildest nights of the year.

Spike's my friend... Kill 'em all, let God sort 'em out... Rollo is lost... Beach Weenies and Field sauce... Yucker... Damn Liberals... Two beer eddie... Long Branch Take over... Before I talk, I should read a book... sugar shack... Tucker hold... Tube lab commander... Ramsey who... Shock a con... Skinhead Bahr and the temple of shrooms... White Rose rules committee... Brother "T"... Pledge Lodge... What's one more engine... Marmon in the mud... 360 Williams.
Chapter Awarded Excelsior Cup

The Georgia Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon continued its tradition of active participation in social, athletic, and community events as well as continuing dedication to scholastics. Georgia Alpha was recognized by its national fraternity leaders with an Excelsior Cup for improvement in scholastics over the past year.

For the third year in a row, the Sig Eps took the school title in Ultimate Frisbee. The 5'11" basketball team won the fraternity championship, and the brothers earned play-off berths in volleyball, softball, and soccer.

The winter formal was held at Lake Arrowhead Country Club, adding a new twist to a full social calendar of mixers and front yard parties.

Georgia Alpha made itself known in community events this past year as well. One of the top fraternities in the IFC Leukemia Drive, Sig Eps raised well over $10,000. Time was also spent by brothers working at the Home Park Day Care Center, and area churches, providing needed manpower to non-profit organizations. The “Woman of Georgia Tech” calendar made its sixth appearance, raising money for the March of Dimes.

Me ‘em see Red! ... High-five the regional dude ... Goomba-Ray! ... Goof on Zierten ... She’s beautiful, she’s like a magnet ... the Young and the Useless ... Poo ... Ma Ed ... The Beef and Hamburger Helper ... Oh my Gordon! ... Scrumpy ... the toy ... Mr. Puniverse ... Hi, I’m Buck. Do You?

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The mattress race helps build strong minds and bodies during Greek Week. Brothers and pledges work together at the Sig Ep house. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bill Soong uses every muscle in his face and body for the Keg race. In his stocking hands, Pat works at the rope.
The brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon started the year off with a successful rush that resulted in the pledging of a number of diverse and outstanding young men.

Total fraternity participation and enthusiasm allowed the Tekes to compete and place well in the traditional campus wide events with a second place finish in Greek Week and a third place finish in Homecoming.

Intramurals played a big part in Teke life. The brothers fielded teams in numerous sports and won the school championship in waterpolo.

A busy year at Tech was capped off in the spring with the annual Yacht party and SpringFest '85, in which the brothers hosted other Teke chapters from all over the Southeast.

The Beta Pi chapter is proud of its history on campus. They have been awarded the Top Teke award several times and have produced a number of campus leaders including Assistant Dean of Students, Miller Templeton and several SGA presidents.

Get Rocked ... Stand Up! ... John Deere ... Nurse Appreciation Night ... The IFC ... Joe Brick, My favorite homeboy ... Don’t go for the cack ... Nazgul, Let’s plow ... Wild Turkey ... Thin' about it.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: TKE brothers always try to study with a funny grin on their faces. With the same grin this hungry brother prepares for a feast, leaving this next brother with the dishes. BOTTOM: These TKE folks take a chicken break in the tennis courts.
Brothers Capture Awards During Greek Competition

The year of original charter: 1923
Order of appearance on campus: 22
Acquisition of present house: 1957
The present number of members: 71
Number of initiated brothers: 1100
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The Brothers of Theta Chi set the stage for a very strong year by putting forth an extra effort during Greek Week, which resulted in many awards, including the third place trophy, the white league championship, and the sportsmanship trophy, which has become a proud tradition at Theta Chi. The enthusiasm generated during Greek Week carried through into the rest of Theta Chi’s year.

Summer provided the opportunity to get some major renovation work done. All hardwood floors were sanded and preserved with several coats of polyurethane, and a $6000 renovation to the house kitchen was completed. With the house looking as good as ever, the stage was set for a successful rush.

A strong schedule, along with the dedication and enthusiasm of everyone involved, resulted in one of the strongest rushes in Theta Chi history. Once again, Theta Chi showed that the brothers enjoy a good time, with parties such as the Pyramid Party, a Toga Party, a hypnotist, and several band parties. These parties, along with the friendship shown by the Theta Chi’s, resulted in pledging forty-five young men, the largest pledge class on campus.

With rush providing an excellent foundation, Theta Chi was set for a successful fall quarter. As usual, the chapter excelled in Homecoming with a highly mechanized display and two wrecks. To add to the excitement, the brother’s homecoming queen candidate won the title of 1984 Homecoming Queen. Throughout the quarter, Theta Chi took to the streets to collect donations for the annual Leukemia Drive, and for the third year in a row topped the $5000 level.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Theta Chi Brothers are as talented as they come. The brothers ranked high in the Greek Week's mattress race. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Physics in action. The Blues Theta Chi Brothers.
Chapter Prepares for the Construction of New House

The year of original charter: 1951
Order of appearance on campus: 25
Acquisition of present house: 1963
The present number of members: 40
Number of initiated brothers: 349
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Hard work, coordination, and a renewed quest for excellence were rewarded as the Beta Alpha chapter of Theta Xi, captured second place among all Theta Xi chapters nationally in the fraternity's annual communication. A productive rush and ambitious goals served to give the chapter a busy but rewarding slate of activities throughout the year. The annual Veteran's Day run and a pole sit for Multiple Sclerosis highlighted service activities. Social activities for the year included the Sweetheart and 6294 Banquets.

Throughout the year, the chapter was striving to enrich the double bond of brotherhood that is theirs alone at Tech. Brotherhood in Christ strengthened by fraternal bonds was the basis for all the successes achieved this year.

Hosecoming ... RUSH is a four letter word ... OK, everybody get fixed! ... Ack Phphph ... suburb on wheels ... the fun gestapo ... chicken holocaust ... Excuse me ... but could you get your socks out of your mouth please? ... meadow in a can ... the lynch mob ... It's so bedtime! ... Get a clue! ... The official bedframe of the 1984 Summer Olympics ... In vector space, no one can hear you scream.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: This brother is prepared to be a high flier in all his classes. Preparing a midnight omelet is not an easy task. Everyone wants a piece of the pie at the parties put on by Theta Xi.
Brothers Experience A Renewed Resolve to Excel

This past year the brothers of Zeta Beta Tau experienced a renewed pride and a determination to excel. Fall rush was an example of this as the brotherhood emphasized the wide range of activities offered by fraternity life at ZBT, including academics, social events, sports, and other extracurricular activities. ZBT had its best rush in several years as fourteen men pledged.

ZBT did extremely well in academics, placing near the top last fall and winter and finally getting first place spring quarter. These academic accomplishments did not get in the way of the brothers’ social life, however. The Halloween party was a huge success, and members resurrected the Rhino party. During Homecoming, the brotherhood entered a fixed body wreck in the parade, built a display and held a very successful brunch for alumni. The Little Sister program was strengthened this fall with new little sister pledges. In sports, ZBT competed in football, volleyball, ultimate, soccer, basketball, water polo, and softball.

As Tech moves into its second century, ZBT takes time to look back at its history. Originally, the Georgia Tech chapter of ZBT was a chapter of Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity, until Phi Epsilon Pi merged with ZBT nationally. The Xi Chapter of Phi Epsilon Pi was founded here on November 23, 1916, and moved to its present location in 1952. The Xi Chapter became the Georgia Tech chapter of ZBT in 1970. The brotherhood of ZBT looks forward to being a part of Tech's second century of achievement.

Sometimes you just gotta say... Z-Run...feeding time...PMO...eyes and ears patrol...life's a pain, then you die and people talk...Geech Q...I challenge!...Omni, Omni...hi Bob...Did we win?...Mister Hand, You're sick, sick mind...Ezekial Bocephus Elijah.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Spectators were stunned by the intricate design of the ZBT entry in the Greek Week chariot race. ZBT's deserve only the best rest and relaxation after studies. Tug-of-war brought this brother down.